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Main concern

This is an uncontrolled study. Costs were compared before and after starting AM treatment. It is hard to know whether cost reduction is the consequence of initiating AM treatment or other confounding factors such as long term effect of ongoing AAB treatment. This should be addressed in discussion section. Patients receiving 5-ARI+AAB treatment or AAB monotherapy could be considered as controllgroup.

Comments

ANCOVA analysis was used to compare costs before and after starting AM treatment. ANCOVA is suitable for comparing two group of patients - e.g. treated vs. not treated - while statistically controlling for the effects of other continuous variables (e.g. age, severity, comorbidity). In this study, only one group of patients was analysed -there were no control -, it is not clear why ANCOVA was used. I suggest use another, proper method for analysis.

Results of 191 patients receiving AM+AAB combination therapy were presented in this study.

Figure 1 is confusing regarding study population. Last box should include only the 191 patients. Now it seems that 5-ARI+AM patients were involved too.

Mean duration of AAB treatment prior adding on AM was not reported.
Mean occupational disability days was 4.7 days (table 4) and 88% of the sample was pensioner. It means that among working patient mean occupational days was 40 days (supposing 0 days among pensioner). It indicates a huge burden. Beside, high standard deviation indicates some extreme value in data set. Occupational day is one of the strongest cost drivers. Way was disability days so high? How does it effect cost-differences? Please discuss it.
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